[Effect of substance P on nerve fiber regeneration in tissue culture].
Explants of the ganglion trigeminale from chick embryos (PNS) and of the hippocampus from fetal rats (CNS) were cultivated in maximow chambers with growth medium or maintanance medium. Varied concentrations of substance P (SP . 3 CH3COOH . 4 H2O) were added. 1. The effect of substance P (SP) is related to concentration. In the presence of 10(-7)M SP in the growth medium and of 10(-4)M SP in the maintanance medium the cultivation of PNS cultures indicates positive results. These doses are suitable. 2. Within the first 24 hours in vitro SP stimulates the index of area in PNS cultures. The index of characterizes the relation of the outgrowth zone to the explant. In CNS cultures a significant difference of this effect was not observed. 3. The index of growth of nerve fibers may compare the test cultures with the control cultures. SP significantly increases the index of fiber growth in PNS cultures. A stimulation of CNS cultures was observed, significance was not found. 4. From the beginning of the cultivation with SP up to 48 hours in vitro the growth of nerve fibers significantly increases in the treated cultures in comparison with the control cultures. After this time the growth of nerve fibers decreased and a morphological conformity of test cultures and controls was observed. 5. The role of SP is discussed in specific activity on PNS tissue in vitro. The reactive neurons may be from the medio dorsal group of cells of the sensible ganglion.